2020

SOY SCENTED CANDLE

FUNDRASIER
SIONA 100#

CLOCHE 200#

Silver Plated

Silver Plated

12oz

20OZ

MOST POPULAR

MOST POPULAR

$35.00

$30.00

5 SCENTS TO CHOOSE FROM

ZIVA 300#
Silver Plated
11oz
$25.00



BLACK CHERRY



FRESH LINEN



SERENITY



LEMON



MANGO
14 DAY CAMPAIGN
21 DAY CAMPAIGN

PINEAPPLE 400#
Silver Plated
8oz

$20.00

Fundraising How-To Guide
Step-by-Step to a Great Fundraiser Quick Guide:
Set your goals!
1. Get started by Signing-up for YOUR SCHOOL OR ORGANATION NAME Pickup selling

catalogs from school
2. Prepare any incentives you may want to offer your group as a whole and to your top

sellers to keep everyone motivated.
3. Establish your Selling Period. These are the dates, from start to finish, that your group

will sell candles Scheduling your sale to span at least two and preferably three weekends,
starting on a Thursday or Friday and concluding on a Monday or Tuesday, is best and tends
to encourage a more profitable fundraiser.
Organize and Plan a Kickoff Meeting. This is a great way to meet with your sellers to explain the fundraiser and motivate everyone involved. You can use many ways to keep up
with your fundraising efforts. We suggest collecting all sellers emails and phone numbers
this way you have access to them on any given day. Plan an Order Collection Date. After
the selling period is over, meet with your sellers a second time to collect their sales results
and payments.

4. Schedule a order Delivery Day. Coordinate a specific day, time, and location when
Bright Creations will deliver your orders (within 14 after placing your order). Double
check your
delivery against your order tally sheet for accuracy. All orders will be delivered to the
school.
Communicate a Seller Pick-up Date. Communicate to your group when and where to pick
up their orders. It's key to stay organized so your group can easily pick-up they're orders
for quick distribution to all your fundraising supporters. We suggest your pick-up day
should be the same as your delivery day.
SCENT SAMPLES AVAILIBLE
Remember communication is the most effective way to have a successful
fundraiser. Enjoy!
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THE ROYAL COLLECTION

SELLS HAVE TO EXCEED $2,000.00

1ST PRIZE TOP SELLS

MOTHERS DAY ONLY

The ultimate purse

Louis Vuitton

